PRE & POST -SURVEY

1. Have you heard of Bitcoin?
   YES  NO

2. Who created Bitcoin?
   A. SATOSHI NAKAMOTO
   B. MARK ZUKERBURG
   C. KIM JONG-UN
   D. STEVE JOBS

3. What year did the US house market crash?
   A. 2003
   B. 2010
   C. 2008
   D. 1997

5. Zcash is another name for bitcoin?
   TRUE  FALSE

4. Financial institutions are involved in cryptocurrency?
   TRUE  FALSE

6. What type of hardware is used to mine Zcash?
   ASIC  GPU  GOU  DLA
7. How many Zcash coins will ever be created?
A. 10 Million
B. 17 Million
C. 12 Million
D. 21 Million

8. How many types of transactions can Zcash execute?
A. 5
B. 10
C. 2
D. 7

9. Does online Exchange wallets hold your private keys?
TRUE FALSE

10. Are majority of cryptocurrency/blockchain projects open source?
True or False